CHOOSING A
WORLDWIDE DATA
ROAMING SOLUTION
FOR A GLOBAL
WORKFORCE

Multinational enterprises today have a problem with
their globally dispersed workforce: centralized,
affordable mobile connectivity. As IT planners reassess their travel priorities in the shadow of a global
pandemic, the need for employees to attend to
business interests around the globe remains critical to
the ongoing success of their organizations. With that
said, many are taking this moment as an opportunity
to plan a new telecommunications strategy to support
the “new normal,” and ensure dollars are spent on the
right solutions. Here are the top challenges IT
planners face:
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MANAGING CONTRACTS FOR A GLOBALLY DISPERSED
TEAM
To serve the global employee base, the CIO or Telecom Manager of an organization must deal with
connectivity requirements in dozens of countries; coordinating with multiple company divisions who
may each have individual agreements with operators. The addition of acquired companies bring along
yet more carrier relationships. This creates dozens of telco relationships in multiple jurisdictions, each
with a unique agreement, billing cycle, and rates. Adding to this complexity are roaming fees. Some
providers will have a worldwide roaming plan while others sell per user “passports” which allow a
fixed fee for a small period of time when roaming overseas to either consume from the local data plan,
or derive discounted MB or GB bundles in individual countries, regions, or worldwide.
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ACCOUNTING FOR
EMPLOYEE BYOD
For many years now, the BYOD (Bring
Your Own Device) trend has been
accelerating, often times resulting in
employees carrying two or more devices.

The organization to whom the employee
belongs, has a contract with their own local
provider, which provides good discounts on base
and roaming plans. To take advantage of the
company plan on a personal device, the
employee's phone number is ported to the
operator, or moved to the plan if the employee
already uses the same operator. If the employee
is not in the same geographic location as his or
her organization, this will usually require the
employee to carry multiple phones.
For the Corporate Owned Use (COU) device, the
problems are much the same. The cost-effective
corporate plan in one geographic location
becomes potentially costly and complex when
employees relocate to home offices and travel for
extended periods out of the region.
In practice, the IT organization, the TEM, and
each employee will need to navigate multiple
mobile data plans per country per operator to
ensure that they have: 1) sufficient coverage and
2) get a good deal on the data. Complexity in
billing, managing over-charging, requesting
mitigation on overages, or unexpected charges
creates significant cost for IT and takes away
from strategic initiatives. Lack of resources to
track bills and keep suppliers in check results in
even more costs due to over-billing.

Today’s global employee often has
a home base, separate from the
organization's HQ that he or she actually
works for. In many cases, the employee
has established a relationship with a local
carrier on their personal mobile phone,
which delivers their local phone number
and a specific data plan.
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PRIORITIZING MOBILE DATA
PRIORITIZING
MOBILE DATA ABOVE ALL
ABOVE ALL
In 2020, the importance of mobile data cannot be understated. Most communications apps used by
enterprise employees such as Skype, Zoom, WhatsApp, etc. leverage VoIP capabilities, rendering the
old-school voice call close to obsolete. While the employee still values his or her local number for
activities like texting, emergency calling and identification for apps like Uber, corporate communication
almost entirely takes place over a data connection. Wi-Fi, though ubiquitous has proved to be insecure,
slow, and often unavailable at peak times in busy locations. 4G and now 5G data has surpassed most
Wi-Fi offerings in bandwidth and reliability, and has the added advantage of data security. Using
today’s dual SIM (eSIM-enabled) handsets, the enterprise employee can thrive on a data-only
connection from his or her company while maintaining a personal phone number on his or her favorite
device.

WHAT'S THE SOLUTION? AN EASY TO
DEPLOY, CENTRALIZED GLOBAL
DATA SERVICE
The missing piece in all of this a provider of high-availability, centralized, worldwide mobile data
connectivity. Companies like GigSky can offer global coverage in 200+ countries on a single eSIM that
will co-exist with the users local carrier. Business can be conducted on the eSIM connection whenever
the employee roams beyond the personal or corporate carrier’s local coverage area.

However, to make this work, the provisioning of the eSIM must be simple for the end user and the IT
department. Additionally, the billing must be straightforward, but presented in a way that can be
budgeted by region, organization or department. For the past four years, GigSky has offered a
first of its kind iPhone and Android capable app, available on the App Store and Google Play, providing
prepaid plans to consumers around the world and seamlessly delivering the eSIM profile required for
the service. There are no physical SIM cards to install and the target device can be located anywhere in
the world. What’s more is that this same app can link into a GigSky Worldwide data plan, controlled by
the IT Department, eliminating the need for the employee to enter credit cards and purchase plans
when traveling. The company simply pays for the data that is used, since usage is pooled amongst all
users and split into customizable zones, where many countries are combined together at a common
per GB price. The enterprise receives a simple monthly bill with a line item per zone, adding up all of
the data usage across every employee using the service.

PRIORITIZING MOBILE DATA
ABOVE ALL

GigSky App available for iOS & Android

In addition, the IT Department is provided a detailed account of each user’s data consumption – per
country and per zone, broken up by customizable internal organizations, groups, departments, or
geographic locations within the GigSky Enterprise Manager (GEM). This monthly accounting can be
used by internal charging mechanisms, or the IT department may choose to use the GigSky API to
automate usage/internal billing allotment. A portal is provided to track overall usage, warn of usage
threshold overages, and set limits on usage per user, group, or billing zone. The IT team may take full
control over all of this functionality, or optionally turn over to GigSky who provides a managed service
to deploy eSIMs to employees, manage usage, and input billing records to internal charging systems.

GigSky Enterprise Manager (GEM)

IN CONCLUSION
All of these capabilities allow the enterprise to continue to take advantage of their long relationships
with regional operators for their traditional coverage areas while, at the same time, bring in a data
roaming solution that offers low cost, low complexity, tight control, complete transparency and also
allows your employee to use the device of their choosing. It is a significant break from business as
usual but is overdue in response to a long-established shift in mobile technologies, the adaptation of
social networking to the workplace, and the expectations of a modernized workforce.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT GIGSKY WORLDWIDE CONNECTIVITY,
CONTACT US AT:

info@gigsky.com

